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With her brother, Thomas, injured on the battlefront in the colonies, orphaned Cecilia Harcourt has

two unbearable choices: move in with a maiden aunt or marry a scheming cousin. Instead she

chooses option three and travels across the Atlantic, determined to nurse her brother back to health.

But after a week of searching, she finds not her brother but his best friend, the handsome officer

Edward Rokesby. He's unconscious and in desperate need of her care, and Cecilia vows that she

will save this soldier's life, even if staying by his side means telling one little lie. When Edward

comes to, he's more than a little confused. The blow to his head knocked out three months of his

memory, but surely he would recall getting married. He knows who Cecilia Harcourt is - even if he

does not recall her face - and with everyone calling her his wife, he decides it must be true, even

though he'd always assumed he'd marry his neighbor back in England. Cecilia risks her entire future

by giving herself - completely - to the man she loves. But when the truth comes out, Edward may

have a few surprises of his own for the new Mrs. Rokesby.
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Julia Quinn has created such a vivid world in her books and honestly I cannot get enough of her

period romances. I have read all the Bridgerton books numerous times. This book is well written,

funny and introduces some more charming characters. I enjoyed this book more than "Because of

Miss Bridgerton" but I loved Billy's story as well, this book just had a broader landscape. Over all I

would recommend reading this book if you love other Julia Quinn publications.



If you loved the Bridgertons, you absolutely must read this book. It's full of the humor and romance

that Julia Quinn writes so well. If you've never read any of Julia's Bridgerton stories, by all means

start here and just keep on going!

Even though the story was not my favorite, the author has such a gift for storytelling and bringing

characters alive!Lovely, lifelike, human characters; a bit of a weird love story, endearing though;

witty dialogue.Julia Quinn can always make me smile!

I have enjoyed all the Bridgerton books and look forward to the next one. I am unable to stop till

finished.

I've read all of Julia's books. She is my faborite historical author. This book didn't disappoint either.

Once I started reading I was hooked and had to keep goin until the end. Another sleepless night, but

totally worth it. Thanks for another fun book, Julia!

Very disappointing. The plot really was based on nothing and I couldn't connect with the main

characters at all.

This story is what you would expect from Julia Quinn. I have enjoyed each story of hers that I have

read. She wraps you in the world of her heroes and heroines and all of the books that include the

Bridgerton family are entertaining and captivating. You will not want to put this one down!

I really enjoyed the set up and the travails the lovers faced in Colonial America.The book was fun,

funny, and had enough intrigue to keep you going.When I realized it was book 2 I immediately got

Billy's book to follow up.
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